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Abstract
Recently, crowd counting using supervised learning
achieves a remarkable improvement. Nevertheless, most
counters rely on a large amount of manually labeled data.
With the release of synthetic crowd data, a potential al-
ternative is transferring knowledge from them to real data
without any manual label. However, there is no method
to effectively suppress domain gaps and output elaborate
density maps during the transferring. To remedy the above
problems, this paper proposed a Domain-Adaptive Crowd
Counting (DACC) framework, which consists of Inter-
domain Features Segregation (IFS) and Gaussian-prior Re-
construction (GPR). To be specific, IFS translates synthetic
data to realistic images, which contains domain-shared fea-
tures extraction and domain-independent features decora-
tion. Then a coarse counter is trained on translated data
and applied to the real world. Moreover, according to the
coarse predictions, GPR generates pseudo labels to im-
prove the prediction quality of the real data. Next, we re-
train a final counter using these pseudo labels. Adaptation
experiments on six real-world datasets demonstrate that the
proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
Furthermore, the code and pre-trained models will be re-
leased as soon as possible.
1. Introduction
Crowd counting is usually treated as a pixel-level estima-
tion problem, which predicts the density value for each pixel
and sums the entire prediction map as a final counting result.
A pixel-wise density map produces more detailed informa-
tion than a single number for a complex crowd scene. In
addition, it also boosts other highly semantic crowd analy-
sis tasks, such as group detection [45], crowd segmentation
[18], public management [52] and so on. Recently, bene-
fiting from the powerful capacity of deep learning, there is
a significant promotion in the field of counting. However,
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Figure 1. Domain-adaptive crowd counting focuses on transferring
the useful knowledge from a source domain to a target domain.
currently released datasets are too small to satisfy the main-
stream deep-learning-based methods[50, 37, 1, 23, 21, 39].
The main reason is that constructing a large-scale crowd
counting dataset is extremely demanding, which needs
many human resources.
To handle the scarce data problem, many researchers pay
attentions to data generation. Exploiting computer graph-
ics to render photo-realistic crowd scenes becomes an al-
ternative to generate a large-scale dataset [46]. Unfortu-
nately, due to the differences between the synthetic and real
worlds (also named as “domain shifts/gap”), there is an ob-
vious performance degradation when applying the synthetic
crowd model to the real world. Fig. 1 illustrates some vi-
sual differences between synthetic and real data. For re-
ducing the domain shifts, Wang et al. [46] are the first to
propose a crowd counting via domain adaptation method
based on CycleGAN [53], which translates synthetic data
to photo-realistic scenes and then apply the trained model in
the wild. In this paper, we also focus on Domain-Adaptive
Crowd Counting (DACC), which attempts to transfer the
useful knowledge for crowd counting from a source domain
(the synthetic data) to a target domain (the real world).
However, there are three problems in the CycleGAN-
style [53, 12, 46, 7] adaptation methods: 1) the cyclic ar-
chitecture is so hard to train that outputs some distorted
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translations; 2) lose many textures and local structured pat-
terns especially congested crowd scenes, which decreases
the counting performance; 3) mistakenly estimate response
values for unseen background objects in the target domain
so that the prediction map is very coarse and inaccurate.
For the first two problems, the main reason is that Cy-
cleGAN only classifies the translated and recalled results at
the image level and treats image translation as an entire pro-
cess. In practice, we find that different domains have com-
mon crowd contents, namely person’s structure features and
crowd distribution patterns, which is regarded as “domain-
shared features”. Besides, different domains have own
unique scene attributes, named as “domain-independent
features”, which may be caused by different factors such
as backgrounds, sensors’ setting.
Motivated by this discovery, we propose a two-step chain
architecture to segregate the two types of features and treat
image translation as a two-step pipeline: 1) domain-shared
features extraction, 2) domain-independent features decora-
tion. The entire process is named as Inter-domain Features
Segregation (IFS). Given images from domain S, IFS firstly
extracts domain-shared features f . Next, by decorating f
with the domain-independent features of domain T , IFS re-
constructs the like-T images. In order to train IFS, some
domain classifiers are added to impel the modules to extract
features and generate images.
For the last problem, we present a re-training scheme
base on Gaussian prior. In the counting field, the ground-
truth of density map is generated by using a Gaussian kernel
from the head position. According to this prior, we attempt
to find the most likely locations of heads by comparing the
similarity between the coarse map and the standard Gaus-
sian kernel. Consequently, pseudo density maps are recon-
structed. Then a final counter is trained on the target im-
ages and the pseudo maps, which performs better in the real
world than the coarse model.
As a summary, the key contributions of this paper are:
1) Propose a two-step image translation to segregate
inter-domain features, which can effectively extract
crowd contents and yield high-quality photo-realistic
crowd images.
2) Exploit Gaussian prior to reconstruct pseudo labels ac-
cording to the coarse results. Based on them, retrain a
fine counter to further enhance the density quality and
counting performance.
3) The proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art
results in the domain-adaptive crowd counting from
synthetic data to the real world.
2. Related Works
2.1. Crowd Counting
Supervised Learning. Early methods for crowd count-
ing focus on extracting hand-crafted features (such as Harr
[44], HOG [8], texture features [3], etc.) to regress the num-
ber of people [35, 20, 14]. Recently, many object counting
researches are based on CNN methods. Some researchers
design network structures to enhance multi-scale feature
extraction capabilities [51, 32]. Zhang et al. [51] pro-
pose a multi-column CNN by combining different kernel
sizes. Onoro-Rubio and Lo´pez-Sastre [32] present a multi-
scale Hydra CNN, which performs the density prediction in
different scenes. Some works [41, 25] exploit contextual
information to boost counting performance. [41] extracts
global and local feature to aid the density estimation, and
Liu [25] present a context-aware CNN, designing a multi-
stream with different respective fields after a VGG back-
bone. The rest works [15, 16, 24] fuse multi-stage features
to achieve accurate counting. [15] combines the results of
different stages to predict the density map and head local-
ization. [16] design a trellis encoder-decoder architecture
to incorporate the features from multiple decoding paths.
[24] presents a Structured Feature Enhancement Module
(SFEM) using Conditional Random Field (CRF) to refine
the features of different stages.
Counting for Scarce Data. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned supervised methods, some approaches dedicate to
handling the problem of scarce data. Wang et al. [46] con-
struct a large-scale synthetic crowd dataset, including more
than 15, 000 images, ∼ 7.5 million instances. Recently,
two real-world crowd datasets are released, namely JHU-
CROWD [42] (4, 250 images, ∼ 1.1 million instances) and
Crowd Surveillance [48] (13, 945 images, ∼0.4 million an-
notations). By comparing them, the amount of labeled real
data is far from that of synthetic data. Besides, collecting
and annotating real data is an expensive and difficult assign-
ment. Thus, some researchers remedy this problem from
the methodology. Liu et al. [26] propose a self-supervised
ranking scheme as an auxiliary to improve performance.
Sam et al. [36] present an almost unsupervised method,
of which 99.9% parameters in the proposed auto-encoder
is trained without any label. Olmschenk et al. [31] en-
large the data by utilizing Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN). To fully escape from manually labeled data and si-
multaneously attain an accepted result, Wang et al. [46]
present a crowd counting via domain adaptation method,
which is easy to land in practice from the perspectives of
performance and costs.
2.2. Domain-adaptive Vision Tasks
Considering that there are not many works about do-
main adaptation in crowd counting, thus this section reviews
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Figure 2. The flowchart of our proposed method, which consists of three components: 1) IFS translates IS to IStoT ; 2) Train the coarse
counter Ccoarse using IStoT and AS ; 3) After Ccoarse converges via iteratively optimizing Step 1) and 2), reconstruct the pseudo map
ApseudoT from C
coarse’s predictions AˆT and retrain the final counter Cfinal using IT and ApseudoT . Limited by the paper space, the three
discriminators are not shown in the figure.
other applications, such as classification, segmentation, etc.
Some methods [27, 2, 28] adopt the Maximum Mean Dis-
crepancy [11] to alleviate domain shift in the field of image
classification. After some synthetic segmentation datasets
[33, 34] are released, a few works [13, 38] adopt adversar-
ial learning to reduce the pixel-wise domain gap. Benefiting
from the power of CycleGAN [53], some scholars [12, 7]
utilize it to translate synthetic images to realistic data. Re-
cently, some researchers attempt to disentangle the image
content and style to translate images [10, 5, 29, 22].
3. Our Method
Here, the proposed DACC is explained from the perspec-
tive of data flow. Specifically, a source domain (synthetic
data) S provides crowd images IS with the labeled density
mapsAS ; and a target domain (real-world data) T only pro-
vides images IT . The purpose is to get the prediction den-
sity maps AˆT according to given the IS , AS and IT .
3.1. Image Translation for Crowd Counting
Image translation aims to translate source images IS to
like-target data IˆStoT . At the same time, the latter is sup-
posed to contain the key crowd contents of the former. In-
spired by the disentangled representation [10, 5], we pro-
pose an Inter-domain Features Segregation (IFS) framework
to separate the crowd contents and domain-independent
attributes. Finally, exploiting the translated images and
source labels, we train a coarse crowd counter.
3.1.1 Inter-domain Features Segregation
Assumption. For crowd scenes of different domains,
some essential contents are shared, such as the structure in-
formation of persons, the arrangement of congested crowds.
Meanwhile, each domain has its private attributes, such as
different backgrounds, image styles, viewpoints. Thus, we
assume that a source domain shares a latent feature space
with any other target domain, and each domain has its in-
dependent attribute.
Model Overview. Based on this assumption, the purpose
of IFS is supposed to separate common crowd contents
and private attributes without overlapping. It consists of
two components, a domain-shared features extractor Gc
and two domain-independent features decorators GtoS and
GtoT for source and target domains. To separate two types
of features, we design three corresponding adversarial dis-
criminators for them. The discriminators attempt to distin-
guish which domain the outputs of Gc, GtoS and GtoT
come from. By optimizing generators and discriminators
in turns, Gc can extract domain-shared features, and GtoS ,
GtoT can reconstruct like-S or T crowd scenes according
to the outputs of Gc. Consequently, the domain-shared fea-
tures are extracted explicitly and the domain-independent
features are implicitly contained in GtoS and GtoT .
Domain-shared Features Extractor Gc. Based on the
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above assumption, it is important to ensure that Gc extracts
similar feature distributions for the samples from different
domains (namely iS ∈ IS and iT ∈ IT ). To this end, we
introduce a feature-level adversarial learning for the fS and
fT produced by Gc, of which is corresponding to iS and
iT , respectively. Specifically, training a discriminator Dc
to distinguish whether the features come from domain S
or T . At the same time, updating the parameters of Gc to
fool Dc by using the loss of the inverse discrimination re-
sult. Consequently, fS and fT are very similar and share
the same feature space.
Domain-independent Features Decorators GtoS , GtoT .
The proposed Gc can extract the features that share the
same feature space, but it does not mean that they are key
contents mentioned in Assumption. Thus, we propose two
domain-independent features decorators for domain S and
T , which reconstruct images like own domain according to
the outputs of Gc. On the one hand, this process encour-
agesGc to extract effective domain-shared features. On the
other hand, it makes GtoS and GtoT contain the domain-
independent attributes.
To achieve the above goals, we introduce adversarial net-
works DtoS and DtoT for each domain-independent fea-
tures decorator GtoS and GtoT , respectively. They attempt
to determine which domain is the origin of reconstructed
images. Taking {fS , fT ,GtoT ,DtoT } as an example, feed
fS and fT into GtoT , then attain iˆStoT and iˆT toT respec-
tively. DtoT aims to distinguish the domains of iˆStoT and
iˆT . Similar to the above feature-level adversarial training,
The loss of the inverse discrimination result is used to up-
date theGc andGtoT . As a result, the photo-realistic image
iˆStoT is generated to fool DtoT .
3.1.2 Coarse Training for Crowd Counting
After generating the translated images IˆStoT , the coarse
counter Ccoarse is trained on IˆStoT and AS by using
the traditional supervising regression method. In practice,
given a batch of translation results in each iteration of IFS,
Ccoarse will be trained once. In other word, the IFS models
and the coarse counter is trained together.
3.1.3 Loss Functions
To train the proposed framework, in each iteration, the dis-
criminators Dc, DtoS and DtoT are updated using an ad-
versarial loss; then update the parameters of Gc, GtoS ,
GtoT , and Ccoarse by optimizing following functions:
L =Ltask+ αLadvDc + βLadvDtoS + γLadvDtoT +Lcons, (1)
where the first item is task loss for counting, the middle
threes are adversarial loss for Dc, DtoS and DtoT , and the
last item is the consistency loss. By repeating the above
training, the models will be obtained. Next, we will explain
the concrete definitions of them. Note that θ∗ means that
the parameters of the model ∗.
Task Loss For the counting task, we trainCcoarse via op-
timizing Ltask(θCcoarse), a standard MSE loss.
Feature-level Adversarial Loss To effectively extract
domain-shared features, we minimize feature-level LSGAN
loss [30] to train Dc. For the feature maps fS and fT , the
loss function is defined as:
LDc(θDc) =
1
2
[Dc(fS)− 0]2 + 1
2
[Dc(fT )− 1]2, (2)
where 0 and 1 represent the label map with the 1/4 input’s
size for source and target domain. Minimizing LDc guides
Dc to identify which domain the fS and fT are from. To
fool Dc, we add the inverse adversarial loss to Gc in the
training process, which is formulated as:
LadvDc (θGc) =
1
2
[Dc(fS)− 1]2. (3)
Translation Adversarial Loss For the two discriminators
DtoS andDtoT , we also adopt the LSGAN loss [30], which
is the same as the feature-level adversarial loss. To further
produce high-quality images, we implement the multi-scale
training for translation images. Take DtoS as an example,
LDtoS and LadvDtoS are formulated as:
LDtoS (θDtoS ) =
1
2
2∑
l=1
{
[DtoS(i
l
S)− 0]2
+ [DtoS(i
l
T toS)− 1]2
}
,
(4)
LadvDtoS (θGc , θGtoS ) =
1
2
2∑
l=1
[DtoS(i
l
T toS)− 0]2, (5)
where l = 1, 2 respectively represents the size of inputs,
namely 0.5x and 1.0x. During the training, DtoS attempts
to distinguish the origins of iS and iT toS . At the same
time, by optimizing LadvDtoS , the Gc and GtoS are updated
to generate like-target images that can confuse DtoS . Sim-
ilarly, there are LDtoT (θDtoT ) and LadvDtoT (θGc , θGtoT ) to
train DtoS and {Gc,GtoS}, respectively.
Consistency Loss In the stage of domain-independent
features decoration of GtoS , there are two data flows,
namely the recall process (iS → iˆStoS ) and the translation
process (iT → iˆT toS ). For the former, we adopt a pixel-
wise consistency loss inspired by CycleGAN [53], which is
L2 loss:
LrecStoS(θGc , θGtoS ) = (ˆiStoS − iS)2. (6)
For the latter process, we propose a content-aware consis-
tency loss to regularize iT and iˆT toS . To be specific, we
adopt perceptual loss [17] to formulate the difference of
feature maps extracted by a pre-trained classification model
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Figure 3. The generation process of pseudo labels.
VGG-16 [40], which is named as LcontT toS(θGc , θGtoS ). It ef-
fectively maintains low-level local features and high-level
crowd contents of the original image. Similarly, there are
LrecT toT (θGc , θGtoT ) and LcontStoT (θGc , θGtoT ) to regularize
the outputs of GtoT .
Finally, Lcons(θGc , θGtoS , θGtoT ) in Eq. 1 is the sum of
the above four consistency losses.
3.2. Gaussian-prior Reconstruction
In the field of crowd counting, the ground-truth of den-
sity map is generated using head locations and Gaussian
kernel [20]. The goal of Gaussian-prior Reconstruction
(GPR) is to find the most likely head locations via com-
paring the coarse map and the standard kernel. After this,
the pseudo map is reconstructed and used to train a final
counter on the target domain.
Density Map Generation Firstly, we briefly review the
generation process of density maps in traditional supervised
methods. In the field of counting, the original label form is
a set of heads positions (x,y) = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN )}.
Take a sample (xi, yi) as an example, it is treated as a delta
function δ (x− xi, y − yi). Therefore, the position set can
be formulated as:
H(x,y) =
N∑
i=1
δ (x− xi, y − yi) . (7)
For getting the density map, we convolve H(x,y) with
a Gaussian function Gk,σ , where k is the kernel size and σ
is the standard deviation. In practice, Gk,σ is regarded as a
discrete Gaussian Window Wk,σ with the size of k × k. To
be specific, the value of position (u, v) in Wk,σ is defined
as w(u, v) = e−D
2(u,v)/2σ2 , where D(u, v) is the distance
from (u, v) to the window center. It is defined as:
D(u, v)=
[
((u−(k+1)/2)2+(v−(k+1)/2)2]1/2 . (8)
In the experiments, we set k as 15 and σ as 4.
Density Map Reconstruction Based on the above prior, a
standard map is recalled according to the coarse result aˆT .
It consists of three steps: 1) compute probability map at
the pixel level, of which each pixel represents its confi-
dence as a Gaussian kernel’s center; 2) iteratively select a
maximum-probability candidate point and update the prob-
ability map in turns; 3) generate pseudo labels based on can-
didate points.
Here, we detailedly explain the generation of the proba-
bility map. Take a pixel (xi, yi) in AˆT as the center, crop-
ping a window Aˆ(xi,yi)T with the size of k × k. Then mea-
suring the similarity between Aˆ(xi,yi)T and Wk,σ using fol-
lowing formulation:
P (xi, yi) =
1
1 + ‖Aˆ(xi,yi)T −Wk,σ‖1
, (9)
where P (xi, yi) ∈ [0, 1] and the higher value means that
it is closer to the Wk,σ . Finally, the probability map P is
obtained. The generation flow is shown in Fig.3, and the
computation process is demonstrated in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for generating pseudo labels.
Input: Coarse map AˆT , Gaussian Window Wk,σ .
Output: Pseudo label map ApseudoT .
1: Count the number of people, Nˆ = int(sum(AˆT ));
2: Compute the probability map P for AˆcoarseT with Eq. 9;
3: for j = 1 to Nˆ do
4: Get a candidate point (xˆj , yˆj) = argmax(P );
5: Crop a window Aˆ(xˆj ,yˆj)T with the center (xˆj ,yˆj) from AˆT ;
6: Update Aˆ(xˆj ,yˆj)T = Aˆ
(xˆj ,yˆj)
T −Wk,σ;
7: Place Aˆ(xˆj ,yˆj)T back to AˆT ;
8: Recompute P ’s region where changes occur in AˆT ;
9: end for
10: Generate the map ApseudoT with {(xˆ1, yˆ1), ..., (xˆNˆ , yˆNˆ )}.
11: return ApseudoT .
Re-training Scheme Although the above reconstruction
can effectively prompt the density quality, it may generate a
few mistaken head labels from the coarse map. In addition,
its time complexity is O(n), which is not efficient. To rem-
edy these problems, we re-train a final counterCfinal using
IT and A
pseudo
T based on the θCcoarse . The error labels will
be alleviated as the model converges. During the test phase,
the Cfinal is performed to directly more high-quality pre-
dictions than the coarse results.
3.3. Network Architecture
This section briefly describes our network architectures.
Gc consists of four residual blocks and outputs 512-channel
feature map with the 1/4 size of inputs. GtoS and GtoT
have the same architecture, including six convolutional/de-
convolutional layers. For the Dc, DtoS and DtoT , they
are all designed as a five-layer convolution network. The
counters utilize the first 10 layers of VGG-16 [40], and up-
sample to the original size via a series of de-convolutional
layers. All detailed configurations of the networks are
shown in supplementary materials, and the code will be re-
leased as soon as possible.
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3.4. Implementation details
Parameter Setting During the training process of IFS,
the weight parameters α, β, and γ in Eq.1 are set to 0.01,
0.1, and 0.1, respectively. Due to the limited memory, in
each iteration, we input 4 source images and 4 target images
with a crop size of 480× 480. Adam algorithm [19] is per-
formed to optimize the networks. The learning rate for the
IFS models is set as 10−4, and the learning rate forCcoarse
is initialized as 10−5. After 4, 000 iterations, we stop updat-
ing the IFS models, but continue to update theCcoarse until
it converges. For GPR process, Cfinal’s learning rate is set
as 10−5. Our code is developed based on theC3 Framework
[9] on NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU.
Scene Regularization In other fields of domain adap-
tation, such as semantic segmentation, the object distribu-
tion in street scenes is highly consistent. Unlike this, cur-
rent crowd real-world datasets are very different in terms of
density. For avoiding negative adaptation, we adopt a scene
regularization strategy proposed by [46]. In other word, we
manually select some proper synthetic scenes from GCC
as the source domain for different target domains. Due to
no experiment on UCSD [6] and Mall[4] in SE CycleGAN
[46], we define the scene regularization for them. The de-
tailed information is shown in the supplementary.
4. Experimental Results
4.1. Evaluation Criteria
Following the convention, we utilize Mean Absolute Er-
ror (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) to measure
the counting performance of models, which are defined
as MAE = 1N
N∑
i=1
|yi − yˆi|,MSE =
√
1
N
N∑
i=1
|yi − yˆi|2,
where N is the number of images, yi is the groundtruth
number of people and yˆi is the estimated value for the i-th
image. Besides, PSNR and SSIM [47] is adopted to evalu-
ate the quality of density maps.
4.2. Datasets
For verifying the proposed domain-adaptive method, the
experiments are conducted from GCC [46] to another six
real-world, namely Shanghai Tech Part A/B [51], UCF-
QNRF [15], WorldExpo’10 [49], Mall [6] and UCSD [4].
GCC is a large-scale synthetic dataset, which consists of
still 15, 212 images with a resolution of 1080× 1920.
Shanghai Tech Part A is a congested crowd dataset, of
which images are from Flicker.com, a photo-sharing web-
site. It consists of 482 images with different resolutions.
Shanghai Tech Part B is captured from the surveillance
camera on the Nanjing Road in Shanghai, China. It contains
716 samples with a resolution of 768× 1024.
UCF-QNRF is an extremely congested crowd dataset,
including 1,535 images collected from Internet, and anno-
tating in 1,251,642 instances.
WorldExpo’10 is collected from 108 surveillance cam-
eras in Shanghai 2010 WorldExpo, which contains 3, 980
images with a size of 576× 720.
Mall is collected using a surveillance camera installed in
a shopping mall, which records the 2, 000 sequential frames
with a resolution of 480× 640.
UCSD is an outdoor single-scene dataset collected from
a video camera at a pedestrian walkway, which contains
2, 000 image sequences with a size of 158× 238.
4.3. Ablation Study on Shanghai Tech Part A
We conduct a group of detailed ablation study to verify
the effectiveness of our proposed models on Shanghai Tech
Part A. To be specific, the different models’ configurations
are explained as follows:
Table 1 reports the quantitative results of different mod-
ule fusion methods.
NoAdpt: Train the counter on the original GCC.
IFS-a: Train the counter on the translated GCC of IFS
without feature-level adversarial learning.
IFS-b: Train the counter on the translated GCC of the
complete IFS.
IFS-b + GPR-a: Reconstruct pseudo labels using the
results of the counter in IFS-b.
IFS-b + GPR-b: Retrain the counter with the pseudo
labels of IFS-b + GPR-a. It is the full model of this paper,
namely the proposed DACC.
Table 1. The performance of the proposed different models on
Shanghai Tech Part A.
Method
Shanghai Tech Part A
MAE MSE PSNR SSIM
NoAdpt 206.7 297.1 18.64 0.335
IFS-a 127.3 190.6 21.80 0.458
IFS-b 120.8 184.6 21.41 0.466
IFS-b + GPR-a 120.6 184.4 19.73 0.760
IFS-b + GPR-b (DACC) 112.4 176.9 21.94 0.502
Analysis of IFS From the table, the methods with adap-
tation far exceed NoAdpt, which shows the effectiveness
of domain adaptation. By comparing the results IFS-a
and IFS-b, the errors are significantly reduced (MAE/MSE:
from 127.3/190.6 to 120.8/184.6). It indicates that the
feature-level adversarial learning effectively facilitates the
segregation of inter-domain features.
Analysis of GPR When introducing GPR-a into IFS-
b, the counting errors are slightly different (MAE/MSE:
120.8/184.6 v.s. 120.6/184.4). The main reason is that the
rounding operation for counting number in Line 1 of Algo-
rithm 1. It is a double-edged sword, which maybe decrease
or increase the errors. The slight performance fluctuations
are not important. Our concern is to improve the quality of
6
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Test Image Ground Truth NoAdpt IFS-b IFS-b + GPR-b (DACC)
GT: 48 Pred: 71.17 Pred: 59.76 Pred: 53.46
GT: 235 Pred: 270.75 Pred: 256.49 Pred: 261.62
Figure 4. Exemplar results of adaptation from GCC to Shanghai Tech Part A and B dataset. In the density map. “GT” and “Pred” represent
the number of ground truth and prediction, respectively. Row 1 and 2 come from ShanghaiTech Part A, and others are from Part B.
density map and remove some misestimations by the fur-
ther retraining scheme. Correspondingly, since GPR-a gen-
erates the standard pseudo labels, SSIM achieves the value
of 0.760, far more than the previous result of 0.466. After
retraining a final counter, the mistaken estimations in the
background are dramatically suppressed. As a result, the
MAE and MSE of DACC are further reduced (MAE/MSE:
120.6/184.4 v.s. 112.4/176.9).
Visualization Results Fig.4 shows the visualization re-
sults of the proposed step-wise models (NoAdpt, IFS-b and
IFS-b + GPR-b) on Shanghai Tech Part A and B. From the
results of Column 3, NoAdpt only reflects the trend of den-
sity distribution. For the second sample, NoAdpt produce a
weird density map, which seems to be not consistent with
the original image. The main reason is that GCC data are
RGB images, but the second sample is a gray-scale scene.
The NoAdpt counter fully over-fits the RGB data so that it
performs poorly on gray-scale images. After introducing
IFS, the visual results can show the coarse density distri-
bution. For some sparse crowd regions (such as Row 3),
the counter yields the fine density map close to the ground
truth. Further, the final results of DACC present two advan-
tages in visual perception. Firstly, DACC outputs the more
precise density maps, of which points are similar to the stan-
dard Gaussian kernel. It will prompt the performance of
person localization. Secondly, the mistaken estimations are
effectively reduced, especially in Row 3 and 4. In general,
DACC’s predictions are better than those of other models’
in terms of the quantitative and qualitative comparisons.
GCC→Mall：Original Image EXP1 Translation EXP1' Translation
UCSD→Mall：Original Image EXP2 Translation EXP2' Translation
Figure 5. Visual comparison of the model exchange experiments.
4.4. Adaptation Results on Real-world Datasets
In this section, we perform the experiments of DACC on
six mainstream real-world datasets and compare the perfor-
mance with other domain-adaptive counting methods, such
as CycleGAN [53] and SE CycleGAN [46]. Table 2 lists
the concrete four metrics (MAE↓/MSE↓/PSNR↑/SSIM↑).
From it, the proposed DACC outperforms the other methods
on all datasets. Take MAE as an example, DACC reduce the
estimation errors by 8.9%, 34.2%, 8.1%, and 33.8% on the
first four datasets, respectively. On UCSD and Mall dataset,
compared with NoAdpt, DACC also achieves a significant
improvement of 88.4% and 23.3%. More visualization re-
sults on other datasets are shown in the supplementary.
4.5. Effectiveness of IFS
In Section 3.1.1, it is mentioned that IFS can effectively
separate domain-shared and domain-independent features.
Here, we evidence this thought by two groups of exchange
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Table 2. The performance of no adaptation (No Adpt), CycleGAN, SE CycleGAN and the proposed methods on the six real-world datasets.
Method DA
Shanghai Tech Part A Shanghai Tech Part B UCF-QNRF
MAE MSE PSNR SSIM MAE MSE PSNR SSIM MAE MSE PSNR SSIM
NoAdpt [46] 7 160.0 216.5 19.01 0.359 22.8 30.6 24.66 0.715 275.5 458.5 20.12 0.554
CycleGAN [53] 4 143.3 204.3 19.27 0.379 25.4 39.7 24.60 0.763 257.3 400.6 20.80 0.480
SE CycleGAN [46] 4 123.4 193.4 18.61 0.407 19.9 28.3 24.78 0.765 230.4 384.5 21.03 0.660
NoAdpt (ours) 7 206.7 297.1 18.64 0.335 24.8 34.7 25.02 0.722 292.6 450.7 20.83 0.565
DACC (ours) 4 112.4 176.9 21.94 0.502 13.1 19.4 28.03 0.888 211.7 357.9 21.94 0.687
Method DA
WorldExpo’10 (only MAE) UCSD Mall
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Avg. MAE MSE PSNR SSIM MAE MSE PSNR SSIM
NoAdpt [46] 7 4.4 87.2 59.1 51.8 11.7 42.8 - - - - - - - -
CycleGAN [53] 4 4.4 69.6 49.9 29.2 9.0 32.4 - - - - - - - -
SE CycleGAN [46] 4 4.3 59.1 43.7 17.0 7.6 26.3 - - - - - - - -
NoAdpt (ours) 7 11.0 49.2 72.2 40.2 17.2 38.0 14.95 15.31 23.66 0.909 5.92 6.70 25.02 0.886
DACC (ours) 4 4.5 33.6 14.1 30.4 4.4 17.4 1.76 2.09 24.42 0.950 2.31 2.96 25.54 0.933
experiments. To be specific, select two adaptations with
the same target domain, then fix the data and exchange IFS
models to translate images. Take two experiments as the ex-
amples, 1)EXP1: GCC→Mall and 2)EXP2: UCSD→Mall.
We hope to translate GCC data in EXP1 to like-Mall im-
ages using the IFS models of EXP2. Then getting the final
counter by the translated images and GPR. Finally, the eval-
uation is conducted on the target data, namely Mall. The
above experiment is defined as EXP1’. And vice versa, the
other exchange way is named as EXP2’.
Table 3. Performance of the exchange experiments (MAE/MSE).
Data flow: GCC→Mall Data flow: UCSD→Mall
EXP1: 2.31/2.96 EXP2: 2.85/3.55
EXP1’: 2.21/2.85 EXP2’: 2.97/3.76
The counting results are listed in Table 3 and, the trans-
lation exemplars are shown in Fig. 5. From them, we find
that: given source and target data, exchanging IFS models
barely affects the performance of crowd counting and image
translation.
4.6. Analysis of Image Quality with SOTAs
This section compares the translation results by visual-
ization and image quality. Fig. 6 demonstrates the three
results of CycleGAN, SE CycleGAN and our IFS-b. For
the first two methods, they lose the key content and some
detailed information, especially in the region red boxes. In
addition, they also yield some distorted region in yellow
boxes. In general, IFS-b maintains the crowd content well.
Table 4. The quality comparison of the translated images.
Methods Mean ↑ Std ↓
NoAdpt 5.467 1.757
CycleGAN 4.935 1.848
SE CycleGAN 5.041 1.846
DACC(ours) 5.244 1.810
Original: 5.51, 1.769 (Mean, Std) CycleGAN: 5.02, 1.795
SE CycleGAN: 5.19, 1.775 IFS-b (Ours): 5.48, 1.731
Figure 6. Comparisons of the adaptation on GCC→ShanghaiTech
Part B.
As we all know, evaluating the translation closeness to
the target domain is difficult because there is no reference
image. Thus, we only assess the translation data from the
perspective of image quality. Specifically, we utilize a Neu-
ral Image Assessment (NIMA) [43], which rates images
with a mean score and a standard deviation (“std” for short).
Table 4 reports these two metrics of CycleGAN, SE Cycle-
GAN and the proposed IFS-b on GCC→ShanghaiTech B.
We find DACC is better than other translation methods. We
also show the NoAdpt results, of which images are the orig-
inal synthetic GCC data. From the scores of single image in
Fig. 6, IFS-b also outperforms CycleGAN-style methods.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a Domain-Adaptive Crowd
Counting (DACC) approach without any manual label.
Firstly, DACC translates synthetic data to high-quality
photo-realistic images by the proposed Inter-domain Fea-
tures Segregation (IFS). At the same time, we train a coarse
counter on translated images. Then, Gaussian-prior Recon-
struction (GPR) generate the pseudo labels according to the
coarse results. By the re-training scheme, a final counter is
obtained, which further refines the quality of density maps
on real data. Experimental results demonstrate that the pro-
posed DACC outperforms other state-of-the-art methods for
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the same task. In future work, we plan to extend IFS on mul-
tiple domains so that it can extract more effective and robust
crowd contents to improve the counting performance.
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Supplementary Materials
This document provides some more specific information for the text, including the following aspects.
1) additional experimental details,
2) detailed architectures of DACC,
4) visual comparison of image translation ,
3) visualization results of DACC on six real-datasets,
5) video demonstration in two real-scenes.
6. Additional Experimental Details
6.1. Scene Regularization Setting
In the paper, we adopt Scene Regularization proposed by [46] to avoid the side effects. Table 5 shows the concrete filter
condition for selecting images from GCC [46] to the six real-datasets. In Table 5, we design the filter rules for MALL [6]
and UCSD [4], and the settings of other experiments are the same as [46].
Table 5. Filter condition on the four real datasets.
Target Dataset level time weather count range ratio range
Shanghai Tech Part A [51] 4,5,6,7,8 6:00∼19:59 0,1,3,5,6 25∼4000 0.5∼1
Shanghai Tech Part B [51] 1,2,3,4,5 6:00∼19:59 0,1,5,6 10∼600 0.3∼1
WorldExpo’10 [49] 2,3,4,5,6 6:00∼18:59 0,1,5,6 0∼1000 0∼1
UCF-QNRF [15] 4,5,6,7,8 5:00∼20:59 0,1,5,6 400∼4000 0.6∼1
Mall [6] 1,2,3,4 8:00∼18:59 0,1,5,6 0∼200 0∼1
UCSD [4] 1,2,3,4 8:00∼18:59 0,1,5,6 0∼200 0∼1
The explanations of Arabic numerals in the table are described as follows:
Level Categories 0: 0∼10, 1: 0∼25, 2: 0∼50, 3: 0∼100, 4: 0∼300, 5: 0∼600, 6: 0∼1k, 7: 0∼2k and 8: 0∼4k.
Weather Categories 0: clear, 1: clouds, 2: rain, 3: foggy, 4: thunder, 5: overcast and 6: extra sunny.
Ratio range is a restriction in terms of congestion.
6.2. IFS-b Domain-shared Feature Visualization
In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed IFS, we conduct a group of exchange experiments in Section 4.5.
Here, we show the visualization results at the feature level. To be specific, the domain-shared features of Gc in EXP1 and
EXP1’ are illustrated in Fig. 7. The first column denotes the image translation results, and the second and third columns
respectively represent the maximum, minimum values of each pixel in 512 channels. The fourth column is the average value
of each pixel after reducing the original features to 100 channels via PCA. The last two are some similar features selected
from 512-channel feature maps. From these visualization results, we find that differentGc from EXP1 and EXP1’ can extract
similar features for the same image. From Column 5 and 6, there are high responses for the crowd region. In a word, these
results evidence that the proposed IFS can extract domain-shared crowd contents.
6.3. The performance of counter C via Supervised Learning
In our work, the core is not to design a crowd counter, so we do not pay much attention to the supervised performance in
the target domain. However, in order to prove that the IFS image translation proposed in this paper can effectively reduce
the domain gap, we conduct supervised training on several target domains. Table 6 compares the performance of counter C
between the supervised training in the target domain and domain adaptation. As shown in Table 6, the MAE and MSE of the
counter used in this paper are 69.6 and 125.9 respectively on Shanghai Tech Part A, and the MAE and MSE of supervised
training on Shanghai Tech Part B are 8.1 and 14.1, respectively. The results in the table show that there is a large gap between
no domain adaptation and supervised training, which is significantly reduced after domain adaptation.
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EXP1
Figure 7. The feature visualization of Gc in EXP1 and EXP1’ with the same source image.
Table 6. The comparison of C in the proposed adaptation method and supervised training.
Methods DA T-GT
SHT A SHT B
MAE MSE MAE MSE
NoAdapt 7 7 206.7 297.1 24.8 34.7
DACC(ours) 4 7 112.4 176.9 13.1 19.4
Supervised 7 4 69.6 125.9 8.1 14.1
7. Network Architectures
7.1. Domain-shared Features Extractor Gc
Table 7 explains the configuration ofGc. In the table, “k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN-R” represents the convolutional operation with
kernel size of 3× 3, 256 output channels, stride size of 1. The “BN” and “R” mean that the Batch Normalization and ReLU
layer is added to this convolutional layer.
7.2.Domain-independent Features Decorators GtoS ,GtoT
In our experiment, GtoS and GtoT have the same structure. Table 8 explains the configuration of GtoS and GtoT .
7.3. Domain-shared Features DiscriminatorDc
Dc consists of five convolution layers with leaky ReLU, which receives 512-channel feature map and produces a 1-channel
score map. Table 9 explains the configuration of Dc. The “lR” in “k(3,3)-c256-s1-lR” means that the leaky ReLU layer is
added to the top of this convolutional layer.
7.4.Domain-independent Features DiscriminatorDtoS ,DtoT
DtoS and DtoT have the similar structure with Dc. The single difference is that the number of conv kernels in the first
layer. Table 10 explains the configuration of DtoS and DtoT .
7.5. Crowd Counter C
For crowd counters, we adopt the first 10 layers of the pre-trained VGG-16 [40] as a backbone, followed by convolution
and deconvolution layers, and finally outputting density maps with the same size as input. Details of the structure are shown
in table 11.
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Table 7. The network architecture of Gc.
Gc
conv1: [k(7,7)-c64-s1-BN-R]
downsampling blocks
conv2: [k(3,3)-c128-s2-BN-R]
conv3: [k(3,3)-c256-s2-BN-R]
ResBlocks
Block1: k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN-R
k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN
Block2: k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN-R
k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN
Block3: k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN-R
k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN
Block4: k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN-R
k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN
Output Layer
concat[Block2,Block4]
Table 8. The network architecture of GtoS and GtoT .
GtoS and GtoT
Convolutional and Deconvolutional Layer
conv:k(3,3)-c256-s1-BN-R
conv:k(3,3)-c128-s1-BN-R
deconv:k(3,3)-c128-s2-BN-R
conv:k(3,3)-c64-s1-BN-R
deconv:k(3,3)-c64-s2-BN-R
conv:k(3,3)-c3-s1
activation Layer
Sigmoid
Table 9. The network architecture of Dc.
Dc
Convolutional Layer
k(4,4)-c512-s2-lR
k(4,4)-c256-s2-lR
k(4,4)-c128-s1-lR
k(4,4)-c64-s1-lR
k(4,4)-c1-s1
Table 10. The network architecture of DtoS and DtoT .
DtoS ,DtoT
Convolutional Layer
k(4,4)-c64-s2-lR
k(4,4)-c128-s2-lR
k(4,4)-c256-s2-lR
k(4,4)-c512-s2-lR
k(4,4)-c1-s1
Table 11. The network architecture of C.
C
VGG-16 backbone
conv1: [k(3,3)-c64-s1-R] × 2
...
conv10: [k(3,3)-c512-s1-R] × 3
Up-sample Module
conv:k(3,3)-c128-s1-BN-R
deconv:k(3,3)-c128-s2-BN-R
conv:k(3,3)-c64-s1-BN-R
deconv:k(3,3)-c64-s2-BN-R
conv:k(3,3)-c32-s1-BN-R
deconv:k(3,3)-c32-s2-BN-R
Regression Layer
k(1,1)-c1-s1-R
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8. Visual Comparison of Image Translation
In Figure 8, 9, 10 and 11, we show qualitative results of source-to-domain image translation with CycleGAN [53], SE
CycleGAN [46] and our proposed IFS-b. We find that IFS-b is very effective in translating images from source to target
domain. In all datasets, the translated images produced by IFS-b retain the crowd content nicely and look more realistic
compared with CycleGAN and SE CycleGAN. It also verifies that we can get a better counting performance with IFS-b’s
translation images.
Target Domain: Shanghai Tech Part A  
Source Domain: GCC Shanghai Tech Part A 
GCC CycleGAN SE CycleGAN IFS‐b (ours)
Figure 8. Image Translation results of CycleGAN, SE CycleGAN and our proposed IFS-b from GCC to Shanghai Tech Part A dataset.
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Target Domain: Shanghai Tech Part B  
Source Domain: GCC Shanghai Tech Part B 
GCC CycleGAN SE CycleGAN IFS‐b (ours)
Figure 9. Image Translation results of CycleGAN, SE CycleGAN and our proposed IFS-b from GCC to Shanghai Tech Part B dataset.
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Target Domain: UCF‐QNRF 
Source Domain: GCC UCF‐QNRF 
GCC CycleGAN SE CycleGAN IFS‐b (ours)
Target Domain: Shanghai Tech Part B
Figure 10. Image Translation results of CycleGAN, SE CycleGAN and our proposed IFS-b from GCC to UCF-QNRF dataset.
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Target Domain: WorldExpo ʹ10  
Source Domain: GCC WorldExpo ʹ10  
GCC CycleGAN SE CycleGAN IFS‐b (ours)
Figure 11. Image Translation results of CycleGAN, SE CycleGAN and our proposed IFS-b from GCC to WorldExpo ’10 dataset.
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9. Visualization Results of DACC
We perform our domain adaptation experiments on six real-world datasets, including GCC → Shanghai Tech Part A/B,
GCC→ UCF-QNRF , GCC→ WorldExpo ’10, GCC → MALL , GCC→ UCSD. This section shows the visualizations of
counting performance on each dataset. It is emphasized that since SE CycleGAN [46] provides visualizations of its counting
results on Shanghai Tech Part A and Shanghai Tech Part B, we present them here and compare them with our DACC. From
figure 12 and figure 13, we can find that the density map predicted by DACC is better than SECycleGAN in both quality and
accuracy. The results of the other four datasets are respectively displayed in Figures 14, 15, 16 and 17. They illustrate that
the predicted crowd distributions of DACC are highly similar to the ground truth value.
GT:818
GT:416 Pred:446 Pred:434.7
Pred:744.6Pred:408GT:759
GT:1067 Pred:958 Pred:1044.5
Pred:727.2Pred:485
Pred:1405 Pred:1195.2GT:1110
GT:360 Pred:279 Pred:378.5
Test Image Ground Truth SE CycleGan DACC
Figure 12. Exemplar results of DACC from GCC to Shanghai Tech Part A dataset.
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Pred:50
Pred:81 Pred:86.8GT:94
GT:51 Pred:52.8
GT:165 Pred:142 Pred:165.0
GT:180 Pred:171 Pred:173.8
GT:299 Pred:245 Pred:306.6
GT:513 Pred:382 Pred:429.6
Test Image Ground Truth SE CycleGan DACC
Figure 13. Exemplar results of DACC from GCC to Shanghai Tech Part B dataset.
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Pred:30.4
Pred:87GT:31
GT:32 Pred:53
GT:31 Pred:32.7 Pred:165
GT:33 Pred:34.3 Pred:174
GT:27 Pred:26.9 Pred:307
GT:23 Pred:21.7 Pred:430
Test Image Ground Truth DACC
Pred:32.4
Figure 14. Exemplar results of DACC from GCC to MALL.
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Pred:17.1
GT:16
GT:17
GT:15 Pred:14.5
GT:17 Pred:17.1
GT:19 Pred:18.7
GT:21 Pred:21.0
Test Image Ground Truth DACC
Pred:14.6
Figure 15. Exemplar results of DACC from GCC to UCSD.
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Pred:30
GT:31
GGTT:32
GT:31 Pred:33
GT:133 Pred:34
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GT:23 Pred:22
Test Image Ground Truth DACC
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GT:282 Pred:241.4
GT:197 Pred:185.2
GT:2165 GT:2432.5
GT:2109 Pred:1564.3
GT:1657 Pred:1515.0
Figure 16. Exemplar results of DACC from GCC to UCF-QNRF.
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GT:29
GT:75 Pred:60.4
GT:44 Pred:37.2
GT:37 Pred:22.7
GT:13 Pred:10.0
Test Image Ground Truth DACC
Pred:34.5
Figure 17. Exemplar results of DACC from GCC to WorldExpo ’10.
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10. Video Demonstration
In order to vividly show the performance of DACC, we demonstrate the test results of UCSD and MALL in https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=_eYFRyZ8jhE. It should be noted that both UCSD and MALL images are collected
from surveillance video, and data providers intercept different frames later. So the videos that we restored are a little bit
discontinuous. Figure 18 shows a screenshot of the demo. The top images show crowd scene and ground-truth information.
The example at the bottom illustrate the results of NoAdapt and DACC. The white number shown in the bottom left of the
subgraph represents the number of people predicted in this scenario.
In the video clip of the MALL dataset, it can be found that DACC can effectively reduce misestimation and improve the
quality of density maps. For example, some extreme outliers appear in the red box of NoAdapt’s results. In the DACC
results, we eliminated the influence of this extreme value. However, DACC’s results also have some problems, such as the
false regression in the green boxes due to the pedestrian reflection and the mannequin.
In the video slice of UCSD, as shown in the red box, we find there are a lot of noises estimation in the background area with
no adaptation. Because UCSD are gray-scale images, and GCC are RGB images, this large deviation is within a reasonable
range. After domain adaptation, these noises are well alleviated. Besides, we note that there are some shifts between the
ground truth and the prediction in UCSD. The main reason is that the points labeled in UCSD are the center of people, and
the synthetic people in GCC dataset are annotated in the head position.
Figure 18. The screenshot of the video demonstration.
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